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This program of research was focused on the three lectures of Roland Barthes at 
his late life hold at Collège de France, specially the second lecture on the Neutre 
(Neuter), all published on 2002 by Le Seul of Paris. It also had been referenced to the 
other concerning documents, to find out the definition of Roland Barthes of this term, 
and his strategy. The second aim is to analysis the first use of this term about the 
famous novel “L’Étranger” (The Stranger, 1942) of Albert Camus, and it’s context. 
Roland Barthes was a multiple dimensions author and critics, with multiple 
disciplines. He was regarded as one of most difficult author to appreciate. May be due 
to the lack of some coherence in his works, neither the philosophic dialectics, nor the 
evident system. But after our studies, we find out that the style of Neuter was the most 
coherent idea and the most precious approach that he hold in all his life. As a result, 
he use it frequently to discuss the different and multiple meanings of linguistic and 
semantics, and to analysis and “de-construct” many of the texts. And thus, he use it to 
influence the contemporary thoughts and enrich the artistic and literary creation. The 
Stranger of Albert Camus was the original text that Roland Barthes had made the 
critics, and use the term of the “style of Neuter”, with somehow his sensibility and 
consideration. We believe that Roland Barthes was insisted this precious idea, and to 









???????(L ‘Empire des signes, 1970)??????????????(Roland 
Barthes par Roland Barthes, 1974)? ?????(Fragments d’un discours amoureux, 







????????(Comment vivre ensembre, 1976-77)???????(Le Neutre, 
















(écriture blanche) (1944)????????(silence du style) (1944) ???????
( écriture neutre) (1950)??????????????????????????
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??????????????????????(le neutre)????????





















?????(Roland Barthes, Oeuvres complètes) ??????????????
??????????????(Eric Marty)????????????????
???????(B. Comment, 1991) ???????????????????
???(J.-C. Milner, 2003)?????????????????(Ph. Roger, 1986)
??????????????????????????????????(ph. 
Sollers)????????????????????????????????
?????(Le grain de la voix, 1981)???????????????????
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